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â€œB.J. Daniels is at the top of her gameâ€¦the perfect blend of hot romance and thrilling

suspense.â€• â€“ New York Times bestselling author Allison Brennan Burdened by family secrets,

this cowboy rides alone For twenty&dash;five years, the case of the McGraw twins kidnapping has

remained unsolved. As the eldest son, Cull oversees the McGraw horse ranch, wary of prying eyes.

So when true&dash;crime writer Nikki St. James comes forward with new information, Cull canâ€™t

believe his father invites her onto the compound. His family has suffered enoughâ€”heâ€™s not

about to let St. James snoop and ruin them completely. But Nikki finds the eldest McGrawâ€™s

protectiveness as endearing as it is aggravating. After all, this case is personal to her, tooâ€¦ And her

secrets can set the truth freeâ€”if they donâ€™t destroy the McGraws first. Look for the next two

installments in this gripping new series Whitehorse, Montana: The McGraw Kidnapping! Dead
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FINAL DECISION: Much more mystery/romantic suspense than romance, I enjoyed this book for



what it is -- an introduction to the mystery of the disappearance of the McGraw twins. The romance

was a nice addition, but certainly did not carry the story.THE STORY: True crime writer Nikki St.

James to write about (and intending to solve) the kidnapping of the McGraw twins. It has been

twenty-five years since they disappeared and although some believe that the twins are dead and

that the mother and her lover committed the crime, Nikki wants to prove there is another

explanation. Nikki has gotten the father to agree to talk, but his eldest son, Cull McGraw, doesn't

trust Nikki and wants to protect his family. Sparks fly and old secrets present new

dangers.OPINION: This book is really a mystery book with a side of romance. I thought the mystery

is well set out and very intriguing. In fact, the mystery is my favorite of the B.J. Daniels books I have

read so far. I thought the entire set up was creepy and definitely a well constructed and interesting

conflict. I felt like I was in the middle of an Agatha Christie book with all the suspicious characters

and secrets.The book really is focused on Nikki as the "detective" of the story. She has her own

secrets which have sent her into the investigation of the twins' disappearance. Cull is the dutiful

eldest son who falls for Nikki. There really isn't much else about their characters, but there was

enough to keep me in the game as I was far more intrigued by the mystery than the romance.This is

a short category romance so things happen quickly and I was impressed that the mystery itself was

so well set out.I look forward to the next book in the series with another romance (but knowing

Daniels' style, there will be more about the mystery than the romance and that's okay).WORTH

MENTIONING: This book does NOT resolve the mystery of the kidnapping of the twins in its

entirety. There are some answers, but clearly there is much more to learn. That is the overarching

story so you will have to read the rest of the series for that to be resolved.CONNECTED BOOKS:

DARK HORSE is the first book in the Whitehouse, Montana: The McGraw Kidnapping series. I

haven't read the other Whitehouse, Montana books so I don't know how closely related the series

are. I didn't feel that I missed anything, however, in starting with this book.STAR RATING: I give this

book 4 stars.NOTE: I received an ARC of this book via Netgalley in order to provide a review. I was

not required to write a review or to write a positive review. All opinions contained herein are my own.

Another just plain amazing mystery, suspense by the amazing B.J. Daniels. Nikki has come to the

McGraw ranch to write a book about the disappearance of the McGraw twins, and to hopefully clear

her father's name about being involved in the kidnapping. The secrets, mystery, suspense and

danger will keep you on the edge of your seat. Can't wait for more!

Compelling who done it story leaving the reader looking for more. Love splintered by cruel people



cunning and dangerous people great read

I am a fan of this author and this book met all of my expectations. I hope there will be a sequel and

finally find the babies

The plot was superb and carried you to the end. The author captures your imagination and runs with

it happily to the end.

I really enjoyed this story,now I have to find the rest of the series. I can't wait to read the other

books.

I like B J Daniels books no matter what the title.

I am a big B J Daniels fan
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